
ROLE OF
PHP DEVELOPER
IN WEB DEVELOPMENT

A PHP developer plays a vital role in building 
and maintaining web applications. It’s their task 

to update web pages and configure database 
connection settings.

To become a PHP developer,
the candidate must possess programming 
skills, the ability to work in a team and use 
various software tools. Due to its versatility 
and flexibility, PHP is frequently used in 
di�erent web development tasks.

What is
PHP?

To become a PHP developer,
the candidate must possess programming 
skills, the ability to work in a team and use 
various software tools. Due to its versatility 
and flexibility, PHP is frequently used in 
di�erent web development tasks.

WHAT DOES A PHP DEVELOPER DO?

01 Developing web applications for websites
and mobile apps.

02 Implementing and modifying existing web
application functionality.

03 Creating new functionality to improve the 
functionality of websites.

04 Maintaining existing or developing new
software or solutions.

05 Creating custom software solutions to meet 
specific business needs.

06 Helping the team develop new software
solutions

07 Working in web design.

08 Developing a good understanding of front-end 
development and web design tools.

A PHP DEVELOPER ALSO NEED
TO HAVE A BASIC UNDERSTANDING OF:

Active server page (ASP.NET)

PHP and MySQL

JavaScript Frameworks such as
AngularJS, ReactJS, VueJS
or Node.js

Web design and development.

HTML5, CSS2, CSS3

Database connection methods
such as OOP and PDO.

Web servers such as Apache or IIS, UNIX/Linux operating systems
and Microsoft Windows. Programming languages like C#, Java or
JavaScript are essential.

WHAT CAN
YOU EXPECT
TO EARN AS

A PHP
DEVELOPER?

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE FOR A PHP DEVELOPER

The earning potential of
a PHP developer really depends
on his or her skill set and level of
expertise. You should focus on
improving your skills which will
lead you to a higher payout.

There are also other jobs related to PHP Developer
such as Web developer, Project manager, Engineer etc.

You can expect to land PHP developer jobs in:

Software companies

Web design and
development agencies

Group technology
such as Amazon Web Services,

Microsoft Azure and
Google Cloud Platform.

Mobile application
development companies

Project management and
software engineering

companies


